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ABSTRACT
In the 1980s and 1990s there has been a focus in corporate training programs on
the subjects of diversity and multiculturalism. There have been a variety of studies
conducted to address the effectiveness of corporate diversity training programs, and
suggestions have been made in the studies to make corporate diversity training progrgrms

worthwhile. This paper will analyze some of the elements that have been suggested for
effective corporate diversity training and distill the most beneficial of these. The role

of

leaders in corporate multicultural awarensss and understanding will be discussed. From
these considerations is developed a guide for a corporate diversity training program
that
can be used by today's corporations on an on-going basis in order to increase and maintain

multicultural awareness and understanding within corporations. A model course syllabus is
presented.
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INTRODUCTION
In the 1980s, the subject of cultural diversity and multicultural awareness was
embraced by many American corporations. There has been a growing awareness within

America of issues in which a major factor or component of the problem had to do with an
issue of tolerance or intolerance based on issues of race, gender, sexual orientatioq etc.

With this national awareness, issues that showed a lack of understanding and tolerance
within corporations became front page news, as opposed to remaining just an internal
problem.

In

1992, an internal American Telephone and Telegraph

(AT&T) newsletter

received by atl employees had a cartoon on the back cover that showed a tremendous lack

of cultural awireness, particularly regarding African-Arnericans. This not only caused an
uproar within the company, but it also made the headlines in national news. As a respon$e,
the CEO of the company at the time, Robert AllerU made a statement saying that the
attitude of racial intolerance was against company policy. He stated that all individuals
involved would be dealt with accordingly, which resulted in the firing of the artist and two

to three levels of people who were involved in the publication of the newsletter. Mr. Allen
decreed in his statement to the country that diverslty training would be given to everyone

within the company to ensure this sort of thing didn't happen again.
In the ensuing months, a variety of diverstty awareness programs were instigated
within the company. Each employee had to sign and date a document attesting that they
had gone through the
a^fter

training. The company has been

able to maintain a reputation that,

having affacked the problem head-on, there is now a problem no more because the

world at large has not heard of any more culnrrally-sensitive events since this incident. To
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its credit, AT&T still maintains a program wherein every employee must complete a
certain number of hours of diversity training every year, and employee-signed
documentation is still required.
This has been the pattern for corporate behavior for many years. The public
becomes attached to an issue and corporations respond

to show they are concerned about

what the public is concerned about. One reason corporations may do this is that they
know that it will ultimately affect the corporation financially, Examples of this within the
last ten to twenty years include environmental issues such as the Ercron Valdez oil spill,

the unintentional killing of porpoises during tuna fishing, and the loggrng industry's battle

to be able to cut down the redwoods of California that are the oldest and last trees of their
kind in the world. Once there is a new topic of interest for the public, other issues seem to
lose their importance. Corporations

follow suit and drop the

issues the public is no longer

interested in and they move on to the new issues. This is all highlighted by media interest

in "the cause of the moment" that will sell today's newspapers, but which is often forgotten
and dropped by tomorrow.

Diversity often arises as an issue when corporations have to correct a publicrelations problem. Once the embarrassing problem is publicized by the medi4 there is
much publicity by the company that a diversity training program has been implemented
and employees will be required to attend. Having completed the program is deemed

sufficient to say that the company is now tolerant, all diversity problems are solved, and
the issue can be laid to rest. But is that really an appropriate approach to the topic

of

diversity training?
This paper will explore the need to address diversity training in the corporate
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environment. The main problems with corporate diversity training progrirms will be
discussed, as well as possible solutions to these problems.

A list of items that would be

beneficial to include in development of an effective diversity training program as well as a
model course ryllabus will also be offered. Leaders who understand these principles will
understand the long-term advantage for the corporation to adopt a proactive approach and
address diversity conflict issues before they develop into public-relations nightmares.
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LITERATTIRE RE\IIEW
Introduction
Studies selested for further analysis and inclusion within this paper incorporated

specific examples of culturally-based conflict in the corporate environment resulting from
the diversity training programs employees within the corporations had received. Studies
were also chosen if they had suggestions for improrring the corporate training process.
The Corporate Diversity Training Trend

Inthe 1970s and 1980s there was a new phenomenon in American corporations:
diversity training The trend began as an answer to the unfair treatment of minorities in

this country which came to the political forefront intheturbulent 1960's. Diversity as an
issue developed into the politically correst phase of American society, in which average

citizens were cognizant of their language and actions in order to avoid disrespect

of

people who were different from themselves. Lawsuits were filed against corporations

(Flynn, 1998; Lubove, 1997 D'Souza, 1997) and organizations that were deemed to have
discriminatory practices so, in general, people became aware and more careful in public
discourse in order to avoid being accosted with legal action by someone who felt personal

discrimination.
The Impact of Past Corporate Diverslty Training
Some of the training lived up to its name and alleviated diversity conflicts within
companies (Murphy, 1997). On the other hand, there were many situations in which

it

seemed the cure was worse than the disease. Several studies conducted in the late 1990s

(D'Souza, 1997; Lubove, 1997; Murphy,1997) clearly show that the corporate training
progrirms that were forced upon employees intensified diversity conflicts rather than
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eliminated them. In some cases, the backlash also cost the companies extensive legal fees
in court (Ilemphill and Haines, 1998; Flynn, 1998) as the companies fought discrimination
suits filed by both employees and consumers. Another problem that has surfaced in the
1990s with respect to corporate diverslty training is that many employees are survivors

of

diversity training disasters and they are now cautious about future endeavors in the
diversity training arena (Murphy, 1997).

Future Corporate Diversity Training Directions
Serious problems are still occurring within corporations based on diversity issues.

Brady (1996) reports the following: "Christina [returned] home from work every day
crylng because she [was] referred to as a "Kraut" at work all day by her supenrisor "

(p.

t).

Lubove (1997) relates an embarrassing diversity training fiasco incurred by R. R.

Donnelley

& Sons Company, a very large printing firm based in Chicago. He described

some of the elements

of a racial discrimination suit filed against the firm:

Among the evidence in the plaintiffs file: A black worker was
forced to sit through four showings of a movie depicting lynchings
in the OId South....There was also the questionnaire that asked for
responses to such statements as "It is a fairly well established fact
that blacks have a less pleasant body odor than white people" and
uone
of the main characteristics of Puerto Ricans in the United States
is their ssnral looseness and immorality." ...The purpose of the movie
showings and the questionnaires was to make white employees
confront their alleged racism (p. l)
D'Sotrza (1997) describes the fallout from a diversity training program at Texaco:
The most inflammatory statement on the infamous Texaco tapes
is where an execrrtive compares African-Americans to jellybeans
at the bottom of a jar. Far from being a racist rernark, this was a
direct reference to language used in a diversrty workshop at
Texaco. What a travesty. Expanded diversity training at Texaco is
prescribed as the remedy for a problern that diversity training
produced (p. 1)
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It is clear from these occurrences that the topic of diversity training cannot be
abandoned altogether.

It is also clear that poorly planned

and

/ or administered diversity

programs are too costly to corporations in terms of internal strife and public relations.
Several studies have attempted

to suggest guidelines for effective corporate

diversity training (Flynn, 1998; McCune, 1996). One study (Hemphill and Haines, 1998)

of

even went so far as to suggest the term "diversity" should not even be used in the title

the program based on the negative connotations that are now associated with diversity

training programs. Other authors were not that bold, but they did assert that differences
between people should be downplayed in order for a diversity program to truly succeed in

the corporate world (Flynn, 1998; Brady, 1996).
There were several suggestions that were proposed that should be considered in

the development of a sound diversity pro$am based on the findings of these studies. The

first step is to acknowledge that a diversity problem exists in one's corporation, and
Hemphill and Haines (1998) propose that atl companies have this problem. Once this is
accomplished, an analysis of the specific needs an individual corporation has in terms

of

diversity training must be conducted (McCune, 1996). The next step is to develop a
progrtlm to meet those specific needs (McCune, 1996; Murphy, 1997).
The selection of competent training personnel was deemed essential to diversity

training because of the sensitivity of the subject matter (Hemphill and Haines, 1998;

Murphy, 1997; Sussman, 1997). McCune (1996) discussed hiring outside facilitators for
diversity training, but the consensus was that diversity training should be an in-house
program due to the potential for mishandling this topic. It was propo$ed to start the
training with the top level executives of the firm [McCune,1998; Murphy, 1997) and then
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present the training to the "rank and file" within the company so that employees can see

the commitment the corporation has made to the program. Also, employees can benefit

from seeing examples of appropriate behavior by the top executives.
In their landmark study, Hemphill and Haines (1998) sought to determine if there
is still a problem within corporations regardrng diversity conflicts, one of the ohjectives

of

this project. An analysis was made regarding the diversity training that was used within
corporations to resolve those conflicts and this rezulted in a short list of points to address

in handling the training.
Hemphill and Haines (1998) concluded that "...discrimination and
harassment..-exist in every workplace in various forms..." (p.

1) They contend that

diversity training can be a pa,rt of the problem rather than the solution. To counteract
destructive diversity training, they suggest that companies stop denying that diversity
problems exist, since they exist in some fashion in every company. They also state that
companies should stop uslng the

word "diversity" when labeling the training prograrn,

as

"Diversity training is a failed solution for eliminating discrimination and harassment;
therefore, remove the red flag" (p. 2). They also stated that, in order to achieve success,
the corporation must establish a zero tolerance policy to show the commitment a company
has made. They devised a

list of factors that have contributed to the failure of diversity

training programs, which included inexperienced trainers, focus on specific groups for
various reasons, and training that ".."forced [participants] to expose their feelings, biases,
personal values. ..in a public forum with no process in place to deal with the wounds they

opeq" (pp. 2-3).
This paper will analyze some of the elements that have been suggested for effective
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corporate diversity training and distill the most beneficial of these. The role of leaders in
corporate multicultural awa.reness and understanding will be discussed. From these
considerations will be the presentation of a guide for a corporate diversity training
progritm that can be used by today's corporations on an on-going basis in order to increase
and maintain multicultural awareness and understanding within corporations.

I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The literature clearly shows that, despite the diversity training proglams that have
been in place within America for the past twenty years, there is still a need

for diversity

training in corporations. An important element that assists the presentation of any
diversity-oriented discussion is an agreement of the terms that will be used. The scope

of

any diversity training program must be clearly defined. Properly developed and

administered corporate diversity training programs, designed for the specific diversity

conflict issues facing a corporatiorl is essential. One program may not accomplish all the
goals of a corporatioq but it should move the corporation towards its long-range diversity
goals. Ultimately, successful corporate diversity training should benefit the internal
corporate environment as well as the financial sucoess of the organization.

Definitions

In discourse regarding issues of multiculturalism and diversity, an essential element
that needs to be addressed is how the words involved will be defined. This is necessary
because of the misunderstandings that resuh from having various interpretations of the

terms involved. The following clarifies terms used throughout the study.

Diversity:

I) A mix of people who have different identities

in terms of race, sex, age, economic

status, firltural identification, senral orientation, family history, etc.

It may also include

those whose native language is not American English.

2) The collection of individual elements that make up a diverse group of people, such as
ftrce' sex, age, cultural identification, senral orientation, family history, etc.
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Culture:

A set of behaviors, attitudes,

and experiences that a person shares with a specific group.

A person may belong to several cultural groups at the

same time. For example, a person

may be an American and relate to American history, American patriotic observances, etc.

This same indMdual could also be part of a subculture within the overall American
culture, such as the Gay/Lesbian community or subculhrre.

Multiculturalism:
To recognize that there Ere a variety of ctrltures and subcrrltures represented within

a

group or organization. The use of this term in this paper is in agreement with a statement
that appears in a poster fromthe organization "Diverstream": Buildingthe Bridge: To
be multicultural means

to appreciate, value and respest attributes of others and of their

personal sultural heritage and / or coilrmunity which might difFer from one's own.
Harassment:
The act of using subtle or overt means to indicate to another that one finds fault with
a person or group of people merely because that person or group is different

from oneself

in terms of having a different sulture or diversity qualities as defined previously. Subtle
methods include but are not limited to: tampering with the personal items within a person's
desk or

work area, rnaking geshrres, facial movements or sounds in a derogatory manner,

and causing others to behave in similar manners. Overt methods include but are not limited

to: making staternents either directly to the individual or within their hearing that are
derogatory physical abuse, or inciting others to similar condust.
Corporate Leaders:
People who are in management positions, either as part of an overall career plan or
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by the simple act of having been appointed to that position by a superior. As such, leaders
have direct responsibilities and influence over a set group of subordinates, or if they do not
have people directly reporting to them they are visible

to zubordinate employees.

Senior Management Team :
The group of individuals who comprise the principal positions within an organization. This
includes the CEO, Vice-Presidents, and all other titled positions within the headquarters

of

the company. This specific group of leaders has the ability to manipulate the direc{ion and
corporate culture for the entire organization.
Assumptions and Limitations
This paper will focus on the results of studies that have been published in
professional journals. This naturally limits the parameters of the study. This paper is not
designed to address every conceivable element that could be involved in successful

diversity training. It is also not designed to investigate every diversity training program

that has been developed in the past twenty years.

It

is likely that there may be diversity programs in use today that include the

elements of corporate diversity training that

will be discussed here. It is also entirely

possible that there are many corporations who have a successful diversity training program
already in place. On the other hand,

it

should be understood that, even though this paper

has been researched and thoughtfully constructed, there can be no guarantee that,

if

a

company pursues the zuggestions presented in this paper, the company will automatically
$ee success

for that program. It is hoped, however, that this paper will be beneficial and

gurde leaders in the development of effective diversity training programs for most

corporate situations.

f,ugshurg Cotlogo Ubrarl
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Significance of the Problem
Recently a colleague, Mr. Smith, related the following episode of an intercultural

work experience he had. This incident illustrates the immediacy of the need for beneficial
multicultural awareness and understanding.
The company that he works for manufactures luggage carts that are used by
passengers in airports

and back again.

to

assist them in moving their luggage from their cars to the plane

It was a small company that had grown from a few

employees

to almost

two hundred employees in approximately five years. Mr. Smith was a sales associate for
the organization at the time.

Mr. Smith

made irrrangements to go to the Philippines to try to obtain new

clients. He made an appointment to meet a prospective client at the client's offEce. He
arrived well in advance of the time set for the appointment and was courteously shown to
a

waiting room, where he waited patiently. He looked at his watch frequently, noting that

time progressed until the appointed hour slipped away. Ten minutes late. Fifteen. Twenty.
He inquired of the receptionist to assure himself that he had not been forgotten. She was
pleasant, but still did not direct him to an office or meeting room. His feelings of an:riety

developed into anger as more and more time went by.
This colleague spent the entire day waiting for his appointment to materialize, but
he was not granted a meeting. He was filled

with many emotions--none of which were

positive. He returned to his hotel fnrstrated and angry over a wasted day and an
inconsiderate potential client.

Mr. Smith

shared his concerns with his colleague. He was advised that, in this

culture, an individual is not considered real unless the person has shared a personal
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experience. He urged

to accept the offer he had received to visit the potential client at his

home and have supper with him and his family. Encouraged, Mr. Smith attended the event.

With the knowledge he had gained from his business associate, he gave himself totally to
the social event. He talked of his wife and children, of his friends and relatives, of his many
social interests. He spoke of his personal goals and dreams. He playedwith the children

of

the host and complimented his hostess on a fine meal. He was careful to avoid discussing
any work iszues.

As he was departing, his associate's prophecy was realized'. his host told Mr. Smith

to arrive early the next morning at his office and they would talk business. He kept his
word and he became a client. In the opinion of this Philippine businessman, ties had now
been established that made my colleague real to him. Now that the client felt he knew

Mr. Smith

as a person, the client was

willing to discuss business issues. Mr. Smith said he

now understands that part of his work is to maintain that connection and friendship, else
he

will lose this client. He also make$ sure he returns regularly to the Philippines to

personally connect with this gentleman.
Thanks to the intervention of another, Mr. Smith was able to secure a new

client, and a new friend as well. Of even greater importance was that he was able to return

to his corporation and share what he had learned from this experience. As

a result, his

company became aware that, in order to increase their worldwide customer base, they

would benefit from multicultural and diversity training for their sales team prior to visiting
foreign markets. In this way, not only would they be better equipped to secure sales as
well as new clients but they could also avoid cultural faux pas which might forever ruin
potential sales opportunities. This is one reason beneficial diversity training is important.
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I}EVELOPING EFFECTTYE I}TI{ERSITY TRAII\IING
Introduction

It

has now been clearly established that there is a need

for effective corporate

diversity training on an ongoing basis within American corporations. It is also clear that,

in order for a program to be beneficial, the leaders within a corporation must be involved.
Specific goals must be set for what the program

will accomplish, in order to make sure the

program will move the corporation towards their long-range goals, and also to allow
measurement

of the success

of the program. How the material v/ill be presented to

employees must also be addressed.

A sample of a goal-oriented corporate diversity

training program can be used as a guide by leaders in determining beneficial progrirms.
The Role of the Leader in Corporate Diverslty Training

A leader in a company is given
a leader

a

variety of responsibilities and tasks. The duties of

will naturally depend on the ffie of company that

s/he works

foq

as

well

as the

tasks assigned to the particular management position the person holds. For example,

it is

logical to assume that the duties of a sales manager within an organization would revolve
around sales issues, whereas a zupervisor for a department of TeleConference Operators

would be concerned with issues that impact TeleConference meetings and operator skills.

It

is reasonable

to

assume that, among whatever other duties a corporate leader

may have, they would include the work environment, employee training, and the example
the leader sets as a representative of the organization.
Leaders are responsible to make sure all employees under their jurisdiction have a
safe environment in which to

work. This includes physical safety

safety. Beneficial diversity training

will assist

as

well as emotional

leaders in the accomplishment of these goals.
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It is absurd to assume that leaders

can wave magtc wands and have everyone in their

that
group suddenty love their job. However, it is reasonable for an employee to expect

job duties without being harassed
slhe can come in on a daily basis and perform assigned
job itself can be hard enough in terms
by peers, superiors or subordinates. In many cases, a
it.
of personal edification without adding negative environmental elements to
Leaders are responsible

to

see

perform their assigned job functions.

that subordinates receive the training necessary to

If

employees do not receive qualrty training both

able to
initially and continuously, employees and leaders alike can be fiustrated in being

perform their basic job functions.

It is also the responsibility of the leader to make sure

foundation from
all employees receive the same instruction so that all will have a common
include
which to ruork. Essential training for all employees in corporations would
benefi cial diversrtY training'

If the leader takes an active role in diversity training,

slhe can be a more effective

problems within
leader from having participated in the training and the leader can alleviate
the
groups before problems develop into serious conflicts. This allows the leader to use

to
time s/he would have spent dealing with relationship problems between employees
the
perform other job functions and tasks. If the leader has a personal commitment to
and
qualrty of the diversity training, the valuable and limited time for both the leader
employees is better sPent as well.

Leaders are responsible for setting an example of appropriate behavior towards

of all
their peers, superiors, and subordinates; they should be the physical embodiment
employees in
corporate policies. Leaders are visible to their subordinates and all other

to leaders is
the firm, so their behaviors are noticed and emulated. Whatever is important
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what becomes important to employees. The reason for this is because employees, at best,
want to be in good standing with their superior so they can be promotable themselves ffid,
at worst, they do not want to be forsed. For these reasons,

if the leader shows by example

(in what is said as well as in behavior) that s/he is observant of the highest principles

of

tolerance and multiculturalism, then the leader will have tremendous impact on the
behavior of others in this regard as well. If the leader harasses others, then harassment by
others will follow.
The leader also shows by example how to handle situations in which a diversity
problem osfllrs. No one is perfect or expected to be" Much can be learned by the way in

which a leader addresses a diversity-based problem. If s/he strives to be open-minded and
tolerant, and resolves diversity issues quickly and with thoughtfulne$s rather than
judgment, employees learn from it. Employees learn that they can turn to the leader for
help in resolving such conflict, and they learn from the leader's example how to deal

properly with diversity issues and, perhaps, avoid creating a problem in the first place-

It

is clear that

it behooves leaders within

a corporation

to make a personal

commitment to beneficial diversity training as a means of giving them better resources to
avoid diversity problems for themselves as well as for their employees.
Principles of Effective Diversity Training Programs

Ttuoughout the professional and popular literature, principles can be identified as
guidelines for an effective diversity training program. fur eclectic summary of these

follows. When the Senior Management Team debates what elements should be included in
their particular corporation's diversity training prograln, the following principles can be
used:
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1. Program objectives should be developed based on assessment

ofthe company's

needs including the compan/s environment in terms of multicultural awareness and

understanding.

2. There should be an emphasis on the use of language and conduct that shows

multicultural awareness and understanding. The trainer should personify this
awareness, which should then be immediately emulated by the leaders of the

corporation.
3. Whether or not the cultural conflicts appear to affect just a few employees, a
single department or the entire organization, the training should be administered

to everyone. This will ensure that no one is unfairly isolated for remedial
treatment, and it will allow all employees to have the same foundation

of

multicultural awareness and understanding.
4. The entire Senior Management team should experience the diversity training
program first. This allows the Senior Management Team to have the same
foundation that the rest ofthe corporation's employees will have. The Senior
Management Team can then set the standard for adherence to the diversity
awllreness and understandirrg standards the program teaches. Finally, this approach

permits the Senior Management Team a final opportunity to decide whether the
program will meet the corporation's needs.

5. Since it is important for all leaders within the organization to exemplify the
diversity principles that will be presented in the training, the organieation should
arrange for all leaders throughout the company to be the second group to receive

the training. Alternatively, if the company determines that the program witl be
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administered throughout the corporation on a departmental level, all leaders within

individual departments should be afforded an opporfunity to participate in the
program prior to the employees within their organization.
6. All participants should be advised from the onset that their comments and
questions within a context of respect are welcome throughout the program. This

should allow gfeater opportunities for multicultural awareness and understanding

to take place.
7. The objectives for the course should be reviewed with the class by the instructor
at the very beginning of the program. The instructor may also believe it would be

appropriate to review the objectives at some point during the program to keep the
class focused. The objectives should be reviewed at the conclusion of the program
as

well in order to evaluate whether the objectives were met.

8. Each subsequent program should build upon the goals of previous program$.

This can be addressed within the presentation of the objectives, so that employees
can understand the progress they have made over time regarding diversrty
awareness.

9. The trainer should be afficrded adequate time to prepare for the course. A
training manager should supervise the initial class for each trainer in the program

to make sure the trainer has the ability to manage the class appropriately,
particularly since this is a sensitive topic. Both the trainer and the training manager
should be satisfied that the trainer is adept at presenting the material. The success
of the trainer in meeting the goal can be measured by the students filling out an
evaluation form for the course and the instructor's presentation of the material.
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10. Due to the sensitivity of the topic, every course within a corporate diversity

program should present arr assumption to the students that whatever is discussed in
the class will remain in the class. Trust is developed among members of a class,
and personal experiences shared with class members could be devastating to an

individual iftaken out of context and shared with someone outside ofthe class.
Teaching and Learning Methods
There are a variety of iszues to consider when contemplating diversity training for
corporations, ranging from the teaching method used to the size of the class. What fbllows
are several points to consider when developing an effective corporate diversity training

program.
Internal Versus Outside Trainers

During the cost-cutting 1980s, many companies cut down onthe size oftheir
training departments or eliminated them altogether. This created the need for firms that
specialized in training for corporations.

If there is a company that specializes in training, it

is easier for that company to stay on top of all the latest trends and issues. This allows
corporations to spend a certain amount of money on hiring the training conzultants, yet
save a long-term financial investment in running their own training

hand, with subjects such as diversity training,

it may

staff On the other

be preferable that the training be an

internal issue. One reason for this is that diversity training for any corporation is a
specialized

typ* of training focused on the needs of the individual organizatiorl

as

previously discussed.

It may also be necessary to

deat

with diversity-sensitive issues internally in order to

avoid misrepresentation in the media from a public-relations standpoint. While it is
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desirable that the trainer

for a diversity training program have education

and

I or

experience in the teaching field, the most logical approach for corporate diversity
awa^reness and understanding

training would be internal in nature rather than training from

outside sources.
Internet Training

With the growing interest and accessibility of the Internet and with the Intranet
capabilities of many corporations, businesses are exploring ways to use this technolory.
Internet learning is facilitated by many self-paced training programs.

In spite of this enthusiasrq there are some drawbacks to this type of teaching. Not
everyone is comfortable with or adept at using the Inter/Intranet, making the tool itself

more cornplicated and fiustrating than the material that is to be learned. The Internet
allows users to click their way via links to more and more topics, which may lead them far
astray from the subject they tryere advised

to study. There can be quizzes

and tests

provided to evaluate learning. However, a live teacher can pursue additional questions
beyond the quiz to assure that students have a comprehension of the material, rather than
just having skills to regurgitate the information. Teaching presented by a teacher in person
allows a variety of methods to be used to pursue the education of students that have
various learning styles.
Specifically, in terms of diversity training, Internet training is ineffective. AII of the
teacher's training and interpersonal skills must be used in order to teach this potentiatly

volatile subject, in order to maintain control of the class and to assure that learning will
take place. It is too great a risk that a student will 'Just go ttrough the motions" in a
self-motivated Internet training packet, whereas non-Internet based diversity training can
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focus on comprehension, pacing, taking breaks as needed for diffirsion of emotions, etc.
Internet training is effective for some types of learning, but it is not a desirable methods

for diversity training.
Alternative Learning Settings
Since the 1980s and 1990s, companies have been experimenting with alternative

oflsite learning experiences for their

employees. The participants leave their corporate

surroundings and attend the training in a location away from the office. Locations can be

"outdoor" experienses, in which the participants are in a wilderness area that forces them
in greater and lesser degrees to survive as a team against the elements. Locations can
simply be another building; near the office location or perhaps in another city. The space
could be a meeting room in a hotel or convention center, or it could be a gyrnnasium
where there is greater ability to design a variety of physical experiences for the
participants.
Students discover things about themselves and each other that they may not
necessarily have known prior to this particular experience. The premise is that they

will

develop positive bonds with their fellow participants which they will carry with them back

to the office. This is supposed to translate into creating
well

as increased

a better environment at

worlq

as

productivity if people have a better understanding and appreciation for

the skills and talents of others, as well as a developed friendship with their work mates.
Campbell (1996) relates the experience of a group of plant workers from Chrysler

Corporation who participated in this type of learning situation:
Employees at the Evart Glass Plant of Chrysler Corp. attended an
experiential-based training that taught them how to participate in
team efforts. The training was held in an experiential-based adventure
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center near the facility being operated by the corporate training
provider Eagle Village. During training participants tossed balls in a
group j.rggle, went through a cour$e of wood and wires, [found]
the path through a carpet square maze and completed designs of
vehicles for their training teams. Everyone from all levels of the
organization attended the course despite initial hesitation on the part
of the labor group. The training changed the participating employees'
attitudes toward cooperation, personal relationships and gfoup

membership (p 1).
This method of learning is very effective for certain tjrpes of learning experiences.

If

designed properly,

a way that

it

can be a rewarding experience

for all involved. It can also teach in

nothing else can. It is possible to teach people in an indirect manner about

diversity using this training method. If the subject of diversity is not stressed in and

of

itself, then this type of learning experience could show employees that they actually have
more in cornmon with one another than differences. However, this could be a disaster

if

there is not complete participation by all involved. If the parties within the organization are
already at a point of "meltdown" in terms of multicultural

/ diversity issues, this could be

the experience that makes the breakdown complete. To conclude, this method of teaching
diversity would be effective if it is indirec't and if there is still a fairb-cohesive group to

begn with.
Traditional Classroom Setting
This t5rpe of training has the trainer at the front of the classroom which is usually
arranged to facilitate a lecture format. The students can be at desks, tables or simply
chairs, and theteacher stands

inthe front of the roomusing avariety of devices zuch

as a

blackboard, podiunr, overhead projector and/or charts that hang on the wall. This method
also allows for a filmstrip, slides, film or video to be utilized as teaching tools. On
occasion, the students may sit at desks that have computer terminals.
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This particular format is perhaps the most familiar to most students. It is very
reminiscent of the classroom experience that adults had as children. If the adult had a poor
school experience, s/fie may come in with a negative attitude towards the learning
experience.

It

also may create some anxiety and subconscious hostility in the positioning

of the teacher in relation to the student. The adult learner may feel s/he is being forced into
a child-like role since slhe is in the submissive position in comparison to the power

position of the teacher standing at the front of the room. However, most corporations
probably already have classrooms like this in their training departments so, as a costeffective measure, this may be the least expensive. A creative trainer can also redesign the
seating illrangement and use of teaching tools to minimize these possible negative

suppositions, if it is suspected that these concerns may be felt by the adult learners.
The size of the class should also be considered in a diversity-training experience.
The class should not be too large, as the trainer needs to be aware of the reactions
students at every step of the training.

If the

class is

of

too large, the teacher may not be able

to observe the reactions of the students to the material

as

it is being presented, or their

reactions to questions, discussions, and exercises. The ideal class size for a diversity

training progftrm that is taught in a traditional classroom setting would be benveen five to
eight students.

It should also be considered whether one or two trainers

is more beneficial

lt

easier for a class to develop trust in one teacher as opposed to two, since there is only one

personality for the class to discover. This is valuable, as trust is a crucial element in
effective diversity training. One trainer would be able to have a specific agenda that s/he
could manipulate on a whim, yet team teaching allows the teachers to strengthen and
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support each other. On the other hand, team teaching allows one teacher to remain in the

room with the students and continue training while the other teacher leaves the room for
supplies, copies, etc. as needed.

A team teaching approach facilitates the use and

implementation of exercises as a teaching tool. Team teaching can also provide students
the advantage of receiving more than one perspective on the material.
The Trainer
The skills of the trainer-or lack thereof--can make a less-than-impressive training
packet come alive, as well as nrin the most perfectly designed training packet. In teaching
an employee how

to operate the computer systerq there

can be variances in the levels

of

skills possessed by the trainer. However, with the unique subject matter of diversity

training it is imperative that only experienced, creative, and sensitive trainers be
employed. It takes skill and experience for a trainer to use the training material to its best
advantage in a diversity training situation. The trainer must be intuitive as to the use of the

materials, ffi well as sense when it is best to allow a classroom disq.rssion to evolve with
the trainer's guidance and forgo the training material ternporarily. The trainer must have

skill in handting the potential for emotional harm. Discussions that ensue can be a
tremendous learning experience for all involved or it can develop into a irreconcilable
argument between participants that destroys the possibility of learning and growth-

According to Taq Morris & Romero (1996),

You or the facilitator should encourage participants to speak for
thernselves, to refrain from personal attacks on others, to be open
to new or different ideas, and to express themselves freely in all
discussions and activities. Also assure them that their expressed
opinions will be held confidential and not recorded or repeated.
Trainers should communicate that they have no ar'(es to grind and
that their primary responsibility is to facilitate achieving the
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progrirm's objectives (p.2).

It is also imperative that the trainer understand how to

teach adults. According to

Malcolm S. Knowles (1984), adult-based learning is very different from how children
learn. Adults need to be afforded respect for their experience as adult human beings, and
they must be treated with dignity throughout the learning process. A good trainer will
focus on what adult students already know and relate it to the new information that is
being presented. Adults also like to "discover things" for themselves. They do not want to
be "told" what they need to know. They need to explore and seek out the information.
This method provides adults better retention and assimilation of the information being
presented.

It

also allows adults

to

share greater insight

with the class based on the

information being studied. This can only benefit other participants as well as the teacher.
Finally, it is important that the trainer understand that different people learn in
different ways. One person may have better retention of material by reading the material
silently. Another may grasp the principle points by performing exercises to solidify
learning for them. Still others may benefit from working in small groups, or in pairs, or
even using games. As much as possible, the trainer should try to approach teaching using a

variety of methods in order to be able to reach all the people that might be in the class.
Summary

In order to teach the subject of diversif within the corporate setting, it is most
desirable to utilize internal trainers in order

to

address the specific diversity needs of the

organization. Internet training is not the best alternative for diversity training, though it
could be used as a tool for portions of the training, such as in displaying video clips

multicultural conflict scenarios. Alternative learning settings have not been proven

of
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to be a conducive or disagreeable solution to diversity training. The best solution for
diversity training within corporations today is the traditional classroom seffing with an
experienced instructor presenting the material. As corporations discover the most effective

diversity training programs for their organization, the alternatives in training suggested
here could be explored in light of ongoing training developments in the future.
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PROGRAM CONTENT
Gven the assumption that diversrty programs should be fine-tuned to each
individual corporation, what follows is presented as a starting point for a corporation to
develop further for their unique purposes. Based on the earlier identified principles plus
consideration of what is appropriate content and objectives, a model course syllabus is
then presented, This can be viewed as a protoqrpe of Diversity Training Program content.

Brief explanations follow points that require clarification.
Pre-Class Preparation For Trainer

l. Allow sufficient

time to prepare for the class.

2. Make alrangements for the proper space for the training to take place.
3. Prepare a "Welcome" sign welcoming snrdents to the class.
4. Prepare a "Parking Lot" sigrl
Label a large piece of paper (3'

* 2') or poster board with the words "Parking

Lot. " It is labeled "Parking Lot" so that, in case students raise questions or
concerns that cannot be addressed within the framework of the course, the

question can be "parked" on the poster. The question is wriuen down on a Post-It

Note and the note is placed on the Parking Lot poster. When the trainer obtains
the an$il/er to the question, #he can remove the Post-It Note and provide the
answer to the class. Every effort should be made

to address all questions on the

Parking Lot chart prior to the conclusion of the course. However, if that is not
possible,

it is the responsibility of the instructor to communicate the

answers to the

class by whatever communication method is deerned appropriate by mutual

agreement of the trainer and the class members. In this manner, the trainer can
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validate the questioning student but eliminate wasting class time debating
an issue that can not be directly addressed within the confines of the course.

5. Prepare a "Don't Forget..." sign.

Prepared in the $ame manner as the "Parking Lot" chart, this chart is for
questions that will be addressed during the course. If a student asks a question

that will be addressed later in the course material, the question can be written on
a

Post-It Note so it can be answered at the appropriate time within the course.

This prevents the question from being forgotten and allows the material to be
presented in its proper order. Like the "Parking Lot,u t}te "Don't Forget" board

validates students and assists the teacher in maintaining the proper order and

control of the class.
6. Prepare a Studentllnstructor Expectations sign.

The "Instructor Expectations" sign can be prepared in the same firanner as the
"Parking Lotu and "Don't Forget" charts and should also be prepared in advance.

If the course will

be team-taught, both instructors should agree on the points

presented in this chart. Suggested items

for an "Instrugtor Expectations" chart for

a corporate diversity class could include but are not limited to:

* Be respectful of others.
* Do not over-talk one another. (Allow others to finish speaking.)

* Ask questions.
* Be honest AI.ID tactful.
* Be open-minded.

* Do not share anything from classroom dissussions outside of

class.
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Once the instructor decides what the instructor expectations should be, the

instructor should write them on the "Instructor Expectations" chart. This chart
can then be revealed by the instructor when s/he arrives at the point in the course

of explaining the chart to the class. Once the chart has been presented and
explained to the class,

it should be displayed in the classroom so that it remains

visible throughout the course.
The instructor should also prepare a chart labeled "Student Expectations"
that will be blank. At the appropriate point in the course, students will be asked

for input of what each student would like to learn from the course. Once
completed during the course, the chart will be displayed in the classroom in the
same visible manner as the other charts.

7. Prepare an Agenda.

List the schedule of events for the corrrse, including the expected time frarne for
each segment. Include the anticipated time slot for breaks and lunches, but be
sure

to advise students that breaks and lunch may be changed slightly to

accorlrmodate a quality discussion or

to appropriately finish a segment of the

training. In addition to regular breaks and lunch, "shorts" may also be called for.

A "short" is a five minute break to allow a sfudent to

use the restroonr, but could

also be called for to diffirse a potentially explosive situation.
8. Procure class materials.

* Name tags or paper "tents" for names
* Pens, pencils, erasers, highlighters, paper
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* Easel board,

easel paper, markers

(if blackboard is available, maybe skip these

items)

* Student Manuals (one for each student)
The manuals should be designed specffically for the organization's diversity

training needs for the specific course the instructor will teach.

* Masking tape and / or push pins to display charts that are created in class
* Roster sheet (for a record of students who have attended the training session)

* Course Evaluation Forms
Each student will be able to provide feedback regarding the course as well
as the

instructor. The students will be allowed to not include their name

on the evaluation form

if they so choose. This feedback will be invaluable

in making improvements for the course and teaching methods.

t Copies ofthe corporate

diversity policy, if one has been established. If a

corporate diversity policy statement has not yet been instituted within the
organization, this rcurse would be an ideal opportunity for snrdents (employees)

to have input on what the policy should include, or even design a draft policy. This
would require that the Senior Management Team develop a corporate diversity
statement using the fbedback provided by employees in this uranner once all
employees have participated in the program.

9. Identify and procure additional materials.

If the diversity training program that

has been designed for the corporation

includes an item such as a video, tape recording, an Internet self-paced segment,
etc., the trainer(s) should en$re that all additional equipment has been procured.
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Course Syllabus
Course Overview
This course offers an introdustory exploration of cultural diversity and tolerance as

it applies to the corporate setting. It is designed to enable the student to acquire
knorvledge and develop skills in order to function in corporate environment that has a

culturally diverse employee and customer base.

It is expected that the snrdent will

emerge from the course with an increased

awareness of different cultures and acquire a rudimentary understanding of how

miscommunications can occur between cultures. It is hoped that the student will have an
appreciation for the positive, rewarding experience that interdtural interaction can be.

It is also

expected that the student

will develop

a knowledge and an understanding

of the corporate diversity policy now in place, and be able to make a sound judgement as

to the quality of that policy. A goal of the course is that the student will recognize the
impact of positive intercultural interactions in terms of corporate success.
Course Objectives

Upon satisfastory completion of this course, the student should be able to:
1. Defuie diversity, and describe how this is a relevant concept in the corporate

environment.
2. Identify how flrlture may atrect one'$ response to confliqt situations.
3. Identify ways that a multicultural worldorce can positively affect the
organization in terms of employees and custorners from around the world.
4. Discuss various ways in which diversity affects the profits ofthe organieation.
5. Explain the corporate diversity policy and its importance to the organization.
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Learning Activities

Airplane Crash: A small group task will allow students to become acquainted with
one another as they work together to solve a problem in a way that may differ from
normal

job activities. This learning experience is designed to help students view their

colleagues in an appreciative manner for the unique talents and knowledge all can

contribute. The task involves an imaginary survival situation where there are limited
supplies and the Eroup must function as a team in order to survive.
The New Client: An individual task

will allow each student to corrfront their own

possible prejudices as each person is presented with the same multiculnrral business

interaction. The exercise will provide a positive learning experience as the resolution to
the dilemma presents a positive approach to multicultural interaction.
The Corporate Diversity Policy: This group exercis€ will allow the str,rdents to
become familiar with the company's corporate policy. Students

will

demonstrate

knowledge and understandirg of the policy and the complexities involved in developing a
diversity policy through an exercise where they work in small groups to develop a
diversity policy of their own.
Program Evaluation

Within the framework of the course, evaluation of student learning will take place

to measure the effectiveness of the training material and the student's comprehension.
Questions

will be asked throughout the training to ascertain whether the sflrdents have an

understanding of the material. A personal inventory of cultural understanding will be
developed to demonstrate that learning has taken place. Students will take the inventory
before the course and then after the course. This would not necessarily need to take place
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within the parameters of the allotted class time, if limited
time is a factor.

At the conclusion of the training prografir, students will be asked to fill out

an

evaluation of both the course content and the trainer" This will allow the training team to
measure its perfofirurnce and to make improvements as needed.

It will also allow the

Senior Management Team to evaluate and make decisions.
Summary
Since the Senior Management Team would most likely be interested in the long-

term effects of a diversity training prograrn, it may be necessary to make several
evaluations" The results of the evaluations fromthe training course(s) could be kept on

file, and occasionally the Senior Management Team could ilrvey employees to see if the
diversity training programs that have been implemented within the corporation have been
successful. Observation of employee behavior could also be an indicator to the Senior

Management Team of the success of diversity training programs.
Participants should be given the option to remain anonymous on the evaluations

if

they choose although it is certainly helpful to the training team and the Senior
Management team if participant$ identify themselves. This would allow further

clarification directly with the indMdual if necessa,ry. It is also important for all participants

to provide feedback so that the training team and Senior Managernent Team can determine
whether or not their objectives regarding the material are being achieved.

In addition to first-hand data obtained from participants, there should also be other
indicators that diversity training has been successful. Effective corporate diversity training
should rezult in fewer incidents of conflist between personnel within the cornpany that is
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rooted in multicultural issues. There should be an increase in productivity to a certain
extent, since employees would learn better ways of working with one another rather than
against one another. These are merely suggestions, as each company should determine

if

the program has met its own predetermined goals. The caution to be reiterated at this

point is that it is unreasonable to expest that any single diversity training program
will
meet all the needs a company may have.
Once the training begins

for all employees throughout the corporation, Ieadership

personnel should be involved in ongoing evaluations and assessment of the
effectiveness
the program. The classes should allow plenty of time for discussion in order for
employees

to express their thoughts and feelings in respect to the material being

presented. The evaluatious should be analyzed for reactions of employees
to the training

to determine if the progrlrm is successful in meeting its objectives.

of
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CONCLUSIONS ANI} RECOMPTENDATIONS
There are still problems within American corporations regarding diversity and

multicultural issues. It is, therefore, recoilrmended that corporations take a serious look at
the training progftrms they require for their employees. The Senior Management Team
should be involved from the onset of any diversity training program. The most effective
way to deal with diversity problems in corporations is to not "hope it will go away,' but to
address diversity problems head on. This means

to hire the best training staff affordable

and have a continuous diversity training program throughout the entire corporation.

A

corporate diversity program must be established and upheld by example, with verbal and

written warnings to those who transgress the code. Finally, employees who continue to
break the code after haroit g received verbal and written warnings must be dealt with
appropriately including termination of employment, if necessary.

It is recornmended that every corporation

establish communication lines within the

organization that allow employees of all levels to report diversity-based harassment.

Corporations must make a concerted effort to rid themselves of any language, photog
posters, etc. that could be deemed offensive.
One

ofthe most important things that a corporation

can do in ridding itself

of

diversity and multiculturally based problems is to acknowledge that the problems exist,
and then continually train each employee about diversity.

If diversrty and multicultural

understanding become the normal condition within a company, there will be fewer
complaints raised that it too difficult to be so aware of every word and action. There
should be fewer headlines regarding corporations that have diversity problems as well.
This will make life a lot easier for both employers and employees, and it should a]so.
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APPENDD( A

INSTRUCTOR'S TEXT OF COURSE
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INSTRUCTOR'S TEXT OF COURSE
Welcorne Students

welcome students to class. you may simply thank them for
their attendance.

Introductions

Introduce yourself and allow students to introduce
themselves. set the pace for the students by sharing your
name, how long you have worked for the company and how
long you have worked in your flrrent position.

Agenda

Present the agenda.

course will last an entire day, put
down the approximate time slots for breaks and lunch ult
be sure to explain that breaks and lunch may change slightly
to accommodate a quality discussion or to appropriately
finish a segment of the training. Explain "shorts" as five
minute breaks to allow students the opportunity to stretch
or use the restroom or get a drink. "shorts,' can be used at
any time you deem it necessary throughout the course.

Parking Lot Chart
Explanation

Advise students that, if they raise a question that cannot be
answered by you, the instructor, you will write the question
oil a Post-It Note and put it on the chart. During breaks you
will attempt to obtain the answers for the students. Mak;
every efficrt to answer all Parking Lot questions during the
course- If that is not possible, you will need to make a
commitment to your students on a time frame for you to
obtain those answers, ffid the method whereby you will
provide them a response. Do not discuss this with the
students unless it is necessary at the end of the course due
to unanswered questions when the course is through.

"Don't Forget" Chart
Explanation

Explain to the class that this chart is for questions that come
up which will be addressed later in the material. stress that,
as an instructor, you do not want to lose track of any of
their questions so you will use these two charts to
remember these.

Student Expectations

ASK:

chart

If the

wil, door, or blackboard. Use
dtfferent colored markers (for variety and interest) when
*iting down the students' rernarks.
Tape the chart to the

Wttfrt expectations do you as students have
for this cottrse?
Record all responses in the sfirdent's words on the chart.
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Instructor Expectations
Chart

Display the chart next to the student Expectation chart.
Advise students that, as an Instructor, you also have some
expectations. Explain each item on the Instructor
Expectations chart. suggested items for the lnstructor
Expectations chart:

* Be respectful of others.
* Do not over-talk one another. (Anow
others to finish
speaking.)

* Ask questions.
* Be honest AI{D tactful.
* Be open-minded.
* Do not share anything from

classroom discussions outside
of class in order to respect the privacy and trust of others.

ASK:

Whilt Etestions do you have?
Respond to all questions.

Student Manuals

Hand out student rnanuals. Make a concerted effort at this
point to learn the students'names if you do not yet know
them.

Course Objectives

Advise students to t*rn to the "course objecfives" listed in
their manuals. Ask shrdents to read the objectives silently.

ASK:

Whqt Erestions do ym, have?
Respond to all questions.

Small Crroup Task

Explain to the class that it is time to do the first exercise.
DMde the class into smaller groups of three to four
students each. You can divide the goup in the following
manner: Have each student draw a card from a deck you
have prepared. The deck has the same number of cards as
there are students in the class. AII ofthe cards are the royal
cards. For example, if there wil be eight students in the
class and you want them to be divided into two groups of
four, then have only the Ace, King, eueen and rack or
hearts and the Ace, King eueen and Jack of spades shuffied
together. The students draw one each and assemble
themselves into groups based on the suits of the cards they
drew. Those students who drew hearts cards would be one
goup, and the students who drew spades cards would be
the second group. Have them sit together separated into
-or
th€ir groups by putting their chairs together
by going to
different parts ofthe room.
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Ask the students to turn to the first exercise in their manual
and read it silently to themselves.
Exercise One--Airplane Crash

You are on a small airplane with the same people that comprise the group you
are
now a part of in this class- The only other people on the flight is the ftight crew,
consisting
of the pilot, co-pilot, navigator, and two stewards. Your plane departs from Denver
International airport enroute to Colorado Springs International airport. It is
December.
When your plane is over the Rocky Mountains, a blizzard begins which
causes low

visibility. The pilot announces over the loudspeaker that everyone must remain
in their
seats

with their seat belts on. You look out your window and can tell that it is
duslg but

you are not able to see anything below you because of the snow. You
listen to the pilot
announce that there has been a systems malfunction. The plane
starts a rapid descent, and

panic ensues throughout the aircraft. People are screaming, debris is
flying throughout the
cabrr, and you realize you are bracing yourself for impact. The plane crashes
into the side

of

a mountain.

Miraculously, all the people in your class group survived the craslr, but no
one else
did" The person who drew the "King" card is injured, so that s/tre is immobile.
As a group,

you forage through the debris and find the fotlowing items: three
blankets, a map, a
compass, a radio, some food and water, a first aid

kit, a tent, and a life raft.

First, you must agree as a group as to the order of importance of
the items you
have found- Rank each itenr, using numbers one through nine, one
being the most

important and nine the least important. The second task for your g.oup
will be to
determine what is the best course of action for the group to take next in
this situation.
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You wiil be allotted

a

total of thirty minutes to complete this exercise.
Have the assigned spokesperson from each group share
their rankings with the rest of the class. Have them also
share what they as a group would do nefi.

SAY:

you allfor panicipating in this exercise! It was very
interesting to heqr how you made yurr decisions on the
importmtce of items, and how you worked together as
groaps.
Thrank

I will now shsre with you the "ideal" rankings:
1. tent
The mofi important thingfor lrumwt suryival is shelter,
partiailarly in an extremely cold erwironment.

2. first aid kit
The second most important th@ in this partiaiar
scenario is to tend to the injuries of the wa*ded party.

3. three blankets
The

nert itum importwrtfor lrumwt rurtival in a cold

erwironment is warmth.
4. water
Water is an essential element for lwman sanrival. Snow
is available md could be melted by the bdy if eaten, but
that energt could weaken the bdy. It would be a better
choice to msintain as good of health aspossr ble since the
time of resarc is unknwm.
5. food

Praise students who indicate they discussed an eEtitable
medns of sharing the food, prtiailarly if the injured
person is given precedence over others. An ifiured person
might require more mttrition to assist the healing process.
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6. radio

It is not clarified in the exercise (nor should it be) if the
radio works or not. If it doesn't work, the radio is useless.
If it does work, it crm be useful to the group to knw of
weather changes or possibly hear that a sewch is underway
for them. At the very least, listentng to music could be a
sfress reliever for the groap.
7. map

In an erwironment wch as the Rocky Mountains, it would
be foolish for wt irdividual or.for the group to strike ortt on
their own to seek help. The better choice is to make
themselves visible for a helicopter or airplane to see their
location in order to be rescued
8. life raft

In the Roclqt Mountains, there would be no immediate need
for a life raft. However, a team may be creative and give
this item, a hirer ranking f they wggest it as part of the
group's she lt er accommdati ons.
9. compass
Because travel is not recommerrdedf", the group, this item
is not deemed to have much importance. In order to
discourage its use, arry c/ass member should inquire of
the instructor, the instractor should advise that the
compass is broken.

f

Resolution Option

If the class is interested in knowing if they sunrive or not,
you can gr,re them the following information:

SAY:

If they tended to the wounded individual in aruy wtry (ftrst
aid, fod, special treatment of some kind in terms of
sttpplies or shelter, etc.), theru the

injuredpartyfully

reaqterates. If not, the injured pffity loses a limb.

If the grwp

stays together at the crash site, they are all
rescuedwithin six hmrrs of the crash. If one or more people
Ieave the group, they perish. If the entire group leaves the
site to try to get help, the whole group perishes.
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Debriefing Period

The relevance of this exercise to diversity and
multicultnralism are discussed at this point.

ASK

what did you learnfrom one another tlwt you didn\ htow
before?
Accept all responses.

Individual Exercise

Explain to the class that it is now time to perform the
second exercise. Have the class read part one silently.

Exercise Two-The New Client

Part One
You are a sales associate in a small firm (two hundred employees) that
manufactures luggage carts for airport use. Travelers can use the carts to transport
their
luggage from their car to the plane, or from the plane to their car. your manager
wants
you to obtain new clients for the growing business. Part of the territory you have
been
assigned to is the Philippine Islands. You contast the man at the philippines
airport in
charge of making decisions regarding your product.

A date and a time are set for the two

ofyou to meet to discuss the product.
You make all alrangements necessary to be away from your home and family for
a
week- You have an uneventful airplane flight to the Philippines, which is a relief
after a
recent fli8ht you took in Colorado. You check into your hotel. you go over aII the
materials you will need for the meeting tomorrow and you make flge that you go
to bed
early so you will be well rested.

You arrive at the potential client's office in plenty of time for your appointment.
You are courteously shown to a waiting roonr, where you wait patiently. you look your
at
watch frequently, noting that it is now just a few minutes before the appointment.
Time
progresses until the appointed hour slips away. Ten minutes late. Fifteen.
Twenty.

you
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inquire of the receptionist to assure yourself that you have not been forgotten. She is
pleasant, but still does not direct you to an office or meeting room.

You spend the entire day waiting for the appointment to materi alize, but you are
not granted a meeting"

ASK:

sAY:

How are you feeling about this erperience at this point?
Whilt appedrs to be the problem here?
How do you feel about this potential client nght now?
Accept all responses. Record participant responses verbatim
on blackboard"
Please read part Two at this time.

Exercise Two-The New Client

Part Two
You return to your hotel after a disappointing day waiting for an appointment that
doesn't materielize. You change into more comfortable a6ire and go to the hotel bar. It's
a slow night and you strike up a conversation rvith an American bartender.

you vent your

frustrations of the day to him.

He shares with you that, in this culture, a person is not considered real unless the
person has shared a personal life experience with the Philippine person. He urges you
to
accept the offer from the potential client to visit him and his family at the client's home

that evening. Encour4ged, you attend the event. With the knowledge that you have gained
from the bartender, you Sve yourself totally to the social event. You talk of the significant
other in your life, as well as your family. You share your personal interests and hobbies.

You speak of your goals and dreams. You play with the children ofthe host, and
compliment the hostess on a fine meal" You are careful not to discuss any work issues.
As you are departing, your host tells you to arrive early the next morning at his
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office to discuss business. He keeps his word, and he becomes a client. In the opinion

of

this Philippine businessman, ties have now been established that make you real to him.

Now that he knows you es a persorl he is willing to discuss business issues.
ASK:

How does this affect how you feel about the client?
Accept all responses.
How does this additional information after your
pr evi ott s pe r cepti ons ?
Return to the list that was created and address each point
having shrdents respond to each item. Encourage discussion
and guide the discussion in positive directions. when you
are satisfied that the discussion has accomplished its
effectiveness, then

ASK

Wtfrt questions do

yot have?

Exercise ffurcs-company Diversity policy
-Type one
Note: This portion of the training focuses on the Corporate Diversity Policy if the
company has such a document. If not, skip to Type Two below.
SAY:

we will now proceed to exercise tlree. Turn to the third
exercise in your mamtals.
Depending on the participants and the comfort level that
you can discern within the group, you may choose to either
read the third exercise to the class, have class members read
it silently, have the third exercise displayed for the class one
piece at a time using overhead templates, or have the
students take turns reading a portion of the statement out
loud so that everyone in the class may hear.

You may invite discussion from the class on points that may
be confusing, and / or you may think it appropriate to
re-state certain items in order to clarify more difficult
passages.

Another alternative rnay be to have a guest attend this
portion of the class to present further details of the policy.
For example, a leader within the company who has attended
this course could present this portio4 or perhaps the
Human Resources Director.
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Exercise Three-Company Iliversity Policy-Type Two
Note: This particular exercise works best if you have a long blackboard at your disposal,
or plenty of paper in 3'x 2'poster size. Be sure to have plenty of chalk or marking peils,
depending on the medium your working with.
SAY:

Currently, our corporation has no diversity poticy. As a
class, we dne go@ to develop a drflji of our ideas as to
what it should contain to present to the Senior Management
Team.

Step One

Ten Minutes

Step Two
Twenty lvfinutes

Instruct students to write down words and phrases (not
sentences) that each helieves is important regarding the
subject of diversity and multidturalism in the work place.
Each person should try to come up with a list of five items.
Advise shrdents they will have ten minutes to write their list.
Advise the class that you will now take all of their
suggestions in a particular way. Each participant will take a
tufii and present one idea at a time, until all ideas are on the
board. There may be iterns suggested by others that are on
your list, so if it happens that when it cornes to your turn at
some point and you dont have any additional points, say
"pass". D,rring this portion of the exercise, do not allow
discussion or lengthy explanations.

start with the first shrdent and go around the room one by
one. Encourage them to just make their word or phrase and
be prepared to sve the next word or phrase immediately
when they can see that you are almost done uiriting.
As the facilitator, write the students'words and phrases
on the board verbatim. Number each one as you go,
starting with number one. When everlone says pass, ask
students if they are satisfied that all ideas are on the board.
If so, proceed to step three.
Step Three

Twenty to Thirly
Minutes

In order to distill the lengthy list, suggest that the list needs
to be shortened. Advise each snrdent that #he should
should consider the contributions and see if any of the
points could be combined into a point that is already
on the board. They may zuggest this in the following
manner: I zuggested the word "respest" and I think that
could be combined with "tolerance." oNLy the person who
suggested the word tolerance would be allowed to respond

4B

to this. If that person agrees, then the word respect is taken
offthe list as it's oum entity and written next to the word
tolerance. This shortens the list. If, on the other hand, the
other person says that, to him or her the word tolerance
means something else than just respect, dhe can say no, I
think it ha$ meaning by itself. Both words stay on the list in
that case. It is important that you as the facilitator only
allow participants to clffi ideas, not sell ideas. Allow only
a mere "Yes, I agree the two words say the $ame thing,', or
uNo,
to me they are two separate ideas",
Step Four

Ten Minutes

Each person is now granted time to select what s/he feels
are the six most important elements from the list to be

included in the final document. Slhe can either unite down
the words or just t.he numbers associated with each phrase.
Step Five

Twenty Minutes

Select a volunteer to count raised hands.
The facilitator will start with item number one, and record
on the board how rumy votes each item receives. Each
person is allowed six votes, but they cannot be combined in
any way (one item gets one vote, as opposed to putting

two of your votes towards a partictrlar item simply because
the student really likes a particular item). The volunteer is
the only person who tells the trainer what the total vote is
for each item.
Step Six
Ten to Twenty lvfinutes

The trainer now makes a list of the six items that received
the most votes. If there is a tie, then further discussion could
take place to see if any items can be combined with others.
Another vote could also be takem if needed of the number
of items in the list to see ifjust six could be determined.

Step Seven
Thirty to Sixty Minutes

Reassemble in the groups that were determined earlier.
If for some reason those groupings did not work out, have
the snrdents get into different group formation by

nurnbering off.

Presentations

using the words and phrase list that the class has ranked as
the six most important items, each group develops a
statement that reflects their ideas for the Diversity policy
for the rcmpany. Advise the groups that they should select
one person to be the spokesperson who will presemt the
statement to the entire class.
Have each group's spokesperson present the findings of the
group.
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Collect the statements from the groups. These statements

will be sent to the Senior Management Team

as a means of
having employee input towards the corporate diversity
policy.

Debriefing Period

This debriefing portion ofthe training can be used
regardless of which version of the corporate Diversity
Poliry training was used.

ASK:

Wrflt Etestions and concerns fu ym, have?
Accept aII responses.

Review Dont Forget

fuiswer all questions if not done so previously.

Review Parking Lot

Answer all questions if not done so previously. Make
arrangements to get back to class members if necessary.

Review Student and
Instructor Expectations

Confirm that class members expectations were met.

Review Course Objectives

Confirm that class members objectives were met.

Evaluation Forms

Pass out Evaluation Fonns. Explain names are optional.

If there is not enough time to complete forms in class, allow
students to complete the forms at a later time and return
them to you. collect atl forms in an envelope and give to the
training manager for analysis. Sincerely thank students for
their time and participation.
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APPENDD( B

SAMPLE TRAINING EVALUATION FORM
FOR STIIDENTS
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SAMPLE TRAIFM{G EVALUATION FORM
FOR STUDENTS
This is a sample of some of the items that could be addressed in the evaluation of a
diversity training course. This particular form is not intended to cover every point that a

corporation may want to address, but it can be adapted to the particular needs of the
company.

While each question requests a numeric judgment, each question also provides an
opportunity for the respondent to share comments as well.

Part

I Course Content
Strongly
Agree

1. The course met its stated

objectives.

Strongly
Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree

2

3

4

l

2

J

45

1

",

34

1

5

Comments.

2. The sequence of the training made sense.
Comments:

3. The practice cases and exercises were
useful and relevant.

5

Comments:

4. Adequate time was allotted for the

training.

1

2

J

4

5

Comments.

5. I feel the training has enhanced my
knowledge.
Comments:

skills/ I

2

34

5
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6. The conrse training materials were useful.

I

2

3

4

5

Comments:
7. What did you like most about the training?
8. What did you like least about the training?
9. What was the most important thing that you learned from the training?
10. Overall comments about the course?

Part 2 Instructor

Strongly
Iluring this course, the instructor:

l. Demonstrated knowledge of the subject

Strongly

Agree furee Neutral Disagree Disagree

45

n.i
LJ

1

matter.
Comments:

2. Communicatd the information in a
clear manner.

45

,1-

I

LJ

Comments
3. Encouraged questions and discussion
from all students.

45

+.lA

I

LJ

Comments
4. Was well prepared and had all materials
needed to teach course.

2345

1

Comments:
5. Kept the class focused on the training.

1

2345

Comments:
6. Fostered a high level of enthusiasm
throughout the training.

1

2345

s3

7. Helped me enhance my skills and
knowledge.

I

Comments:
8. What did you like most about the delivery of the training?

9. What did you like least about the delivery of the training?
10. Overall comments about the instructor:

2345
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